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The distinguishable cluster doubles equations have been derived starting from an effective screened
Coulomb formalism and a particle-hole symmetric formulation of the Fock matrix. A perturbative triples correction to the distinguishable cluster with singles and doubles (DCSD) has been
introduced employing the screened integrals. It is shown that the resulting DCSD(T) method is
more accurate than DCSD for reaction energies and is less sensitive to the static correlation than
coupled cluster with singles and doubles with a perturbative triples correction. C 2016 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4940398]
I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main advantages of the coupled-cluster theory1
is the smooth convergence to full configuration interaction
results by including higher excitation levels to the cluster
operator. This property and the fact that already coupled
cluster with singles and doubles (CCSD) with a perturbative
triples correction (CCSD(T))2 yields very accurate results has
led to the dominance of the coupled-cluster theories (and
their perturbative approximations) in wavefunction method
applications.
The single-reference coupled-cluster theory is, however,
much less suited for applications with a substantial multireference character. Recent advances in treating strong correlation with single-reference methods3–11 have demonstrated that
it is indeed a deficiency of the core coupled-cluster formalism.
Besides, there are many methods which systematically
produce more accurate results than CCSD even in the single
reference regime.12–17 This raises a question whether the
coupled-cluster hierarchy is really the best possible way to
approach the full configuration interaction limit, or there are
other hierarchies which would converge faster and be less
sensitive to the strong correlation.
One possible starting point for such an hierarchy is
the distinguishable cluster (DC) approach.17 It was derived
as an ad hoc modification of the coupled-cluster doubles
(CCD) amplitude equations and has shown very promising
results in various single and multi-reference benchmark
calculations.17–19 However, if one naively adds the perturbative
triples correction as in CCSD(T) to the DC with singles and
doubles (DCSD) method, the energies become much too low,
and also relative energies become worse (cf. Sec. III). In
this publication, an alternative derivation of DCD equations
is presented, which suggests a different formulation of the
perturbative triples equations for DCSD(T).
The new derivation utilizes a modified electron-electron
Coulomb repulsion. An effective interaction between two
electrons is influenced by other electrons in the system, and a
conventional way to account for this screening is by solving
the amplitude equations. Here, we will present an alternative
formulation which is related to the dressed coupled cluster
formalism20 (where the Hamilton operator is replaced by a
0021-9606/2016/144(4)/044102/5/$30.00

singles similarity transformed Hamiltonian). In this case, the
screening is incorporated in the two-electron operator.
Another important basis for the derivation is the particlehole (p-h) symmetry of the equations. It is known for a long
time (e.g., Ref. 21) that the second-quantization formalism is
intrinsically particle-hole symmetric, i.e., replacing creation
operators by annihilation operators and vice versa, and
at the same time inverting occupation in the reference
occupation vector does not change the resulting equations.
Therefore, here we insist on this symmetry in our
equations.

II. THEORY
A. Local particle-hole (lph) symmetry

As noted in the Introduction, the p-h symmetry of the
equations is automatically satisfied for wavefunction based
theories (if it is not destroyed explicitly by the underlying
approximations). Although it does not mean that a p-h
symmetric method is generally more accurate, it can be seen
as an important characteristic of a wavefunction method. It
is in some sense an analog of the invariance of a method
with respect to orbital rotations within occupied or virtual
subspaces, i.e., this invariance does not necessarily improve
the results, but it is nevertheless a desired property, since the
exact treatment does possess it.
One can introduce an even more restrictive symmetry to
the equations by requiring that all loops in the diagrammatic
representation have to be p-h symmetrical individually, i.e., for
each loop in every diagram there has to exist a corresponding
diagram with arrows going in the opposite direction. One can
show that this kind of symmetry is related to the particlenumber conservation.22,23 We will call this symmetry lph
symmetry.
The two-electron-integral contributions to the Fock matrix
in the conventional formulation do not reproduce the lph
symmetry, since the summation runs over occupied indices
only,

144, 044102-1

f µν = h µν + 2(k k| µν) − (µk|k ν),

(1)
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with f , h, and (x x|x x) denoting the Fock matrix, the oneelectron part, and the two-electron integrals, respectively, and
µ, ν, . . ., i, j, k, . . ., and a, b, c, . . . denote atomic-orbital (AO),
occupied, and virtual indices. Here, and in the following, we
assume the summation over repeated indices and utilize the
spin-free formalism with orthonormal orbitals (but it can be
applied as well to the spin-orbital formalism or generalized
to non-orthogonal orbitals). For a formulation in the spinorbital formalism, see Appendix A. However, this symmetry
violation is formal, since one can easily rewrite Eq. (1) in a
lph-symmetric form, using a symmetrized projector matrix,
)
1( ∗
−1
c µk cνk + Sµν
− c∗µa cνa ,
(2)
Pµν = c∗µk cνk =
2
with c and S denoting molecular orbital coefficients and AO
overlap,
1
f µν = h µν + (k k| µν) − (µk|k ν)
2
(
)
1
− (aa| µν) − (µa|aν)
2
)
(
1
−1
(3)
+ Sρσ (ρσ| µν) − (µσ| ρν) .
2
Obviously, this can be formulated in any basis spanning the
whole molecular-orbital space. We have chosen the AO basis
to emphasize that the last two terms in Eq. (3) do not depend
on the number of particles or holes in the system and are
therefore lph symmetrical by themselves. This p-h-symmetric
reformulation does not affect the Fock matrix itself, but is
essential for the derivation of a p-h-symmetric theory based
on the screened-integral formalism.
B. Effective electron repulsion

The screening of the electron repulsion in the manyelectron systems can be effectively accounted in several
ways.24–29 We introduce the screening by modifying electron
densities in the electron-repulsion integrals (ERIs) in the
direct-random-phase-approximation (RPA)30–32 (or direct-ring
CCD33) manner,
ij
ρ̃ai = ρai + T̃ab
ρ j b.

(4)

ij
ij
ij
We have used contravariant amplitudes T̃ab
= 2Tab
− Tba
in
this expression in order to guarantee the proper fermionic
symmetry of the parameters: in the spin-orbital basis
these correspond to the proper permutationally symmetric
amplitudes, cf. Appendix A. The direct RPA corresponds to
an infinite summation of all direct ring Feynman diagrams,
i.e., pure fluctuations in the Fermi vacuum,34 and can be
evaluated very efficiently using only doubles amplitudes.33
Writing the Coulomb integrals with the screened densities
results in density-fitting separable effective ERIs,

and P,Q — fitting basis. The separability of effective integrals
using resolution of the identity (RI) with the RI basis scaling
linearly with the system size is closely related to the sizeextensivity of the method. Indeed, if we increase the system
size by some amount of electrons, and the effective interaction
is not linearly separable, then the electrons would feel more
than a linear amount of the system extension, which may
result in a not size-extensive energy. The DF separability in
Eq. (5) does not rely on the localizability of the orbitals (as in
the CCD effective ERIs, cf. Appendix A) and, therefore, is of
interest for strongly correlated systems.
First, we introduce this screening in the ERIs in the
Fock matrix, where one has to utilize its lph-symmetric form,
Eq. (3), since otherwise the resulting equations would lack the
lph symmetry. After inserting the screened densities, Eq. (4),
in the Fock matrix by dressing the corresponding ERIs with
the doubles amplitudes, the effective Fock matrices become
1 
fac = hac + (k k|ac) − (ak|kc)
2
)
(
1
− (dd|ac) − (ad|dc)
2
(
)
1
−1
(7)
+ Sρσ (ρσ|ac) − (aσ| ρc)
2
1 kl
= f ac − T̃ad
(ld|kc),
2
1 il
fj i = f j i + T̃bd
(ld| jb).
2
We start with the MP2 equations, which employ now
the screened Coulomb interaction, Eq. (5), rather than the
bare one. This results in slightly modified p-h-RPA amplitude
equations. In order to improve the accuracy of the method,
one has to account for the particle-particle, particle-hole, and
hole-hole interactions. It can be done by adding one additional
diagram to the amplitude equations, first diagram in Figure 1.
However, this diagram and the second diagram in Figure 1
originate from a single diagram in the spin-orbital formalism;
therefore, also in the spatial-orbital formalism, one should
add both diagrams in order to retain the lph symmetry in both
formulations. Adding these intra-cluster interactions, Figure 1,
one obtains the DCD amplitude equations,17,18 Figure 2. Note
that the screening from Eq. (4) does not affect these intracluster interactions. Prior to the screening the intra-cluster
diagrams in Figure 1 represent two-electron contributions
to two-electron interactions, i.e., do not introduce new
fluctuations (which otherwise could result in double counting
when the screening is applied).
After accounting for orbital relaxation,18 the resulting
method becomes exact for two electrons, which is a quite
remarkable fact, since during this derivation we have never
explicitly required this property.

kj
ik
 = (ai|bj) + T̃ac
 bj)
(ai|
(kc|bj) + (ai|kc)T̃cb
lj
ik
+ T̃ac
(kc|ld)T̃db
= ỸaiPỸbPj ,

(5)

with
ij P
P
ỸaiP = d ai
+ T̃ab
d j b,
P
d ai
= (ai|Q)(Q|P)−1/2,

(6)

FIG. 1. lph-symmetric version of intra-cluster interaction diagrams in the
spin-summed formalism.
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FIG. 2. lph-symmetric version of DCD diagrams using screened interactions
(double lines) in the spin-summed formalism.

The same procedure can be used to obtain the CCD
amplitude equations, but only in the spin-orbital formalism,
cf. Appendix A.
C. Perturbative triples correction to DCSD

One way to improve upon DCSD is to use higher
excitations. However, if one uses the same (T) equations
as in CCSD(T) and simply replaces the CCSD amplitudes
by the DCSD ones, the results deteriorate (cf. Sec. III).
Instead of this naive approach, one can consistently use
the screened Coulomb formalism to derive also the DCSD(T)
equations. To this end, we have replaced the (li|bj) and (ac|bj)
 and (ac| bj),

integrals in the standard (T) expressions by (li| bj)
respectively, and used the screened Fock matrices instead of
the orbital energies in the denominator, cf. Appendix B. The
resulting equations have to be solved iteratively, since the
Fock matrices are no longer diagonal. However, in the usual
(T) amplitude equations, only occupied-occupied and virtualvirtual blocks of the Fock matrices are present, and therefore
it is possible to transform integrals and amplitudes to an
effective pseudo-canonical basis, and solve the equations noniteratively. Alternatively, one can work in the same framework
as local correlation methods, where the Fock matrix is not
diagonal as well (but still diagonal dominant), and solve
the equations iteratively or use just the zeroth iteration (T0)
instead.35

III. TEST CALCULATIONS

DCSD(T) equations from Sec. II C have been
implemented into development version of MOLPRO36,37 using
local integrated tensor framework38 and the iterative local
perturbative algorithm from Ref. 39.
In all calculations, the aug-cc-pVTZ basis was used
together with aug-cc-pVTZ/MP2FIT as the fitting basis set,
and we made no local approximations in the pair or triple lists.
First, in order to test the accuracy of the DCSD(T) method,
reaction energies for the test set from Ref. 16 have been
calculated and compared to the back-corrected experimental
values. The local domains for the virtual space (in projected
atomic orbitals40) in the local DCSD(T) calculations were
determined using the Boughton-Pulay procedure41 (with
threshold 0.985) and then extended to the neighbouring atoms
(the iext = 1 option in MOLPRO). The local and basisset incompleteness errors have been corrected by adding
the EDCSD-F12 − EDF-LDCSD difference, where EDCSD-F12 are
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canonical DCSD-F12a energies19 and EDF-LDCSD are local
DCSD energies with the same local approximations as
above. It has been shown in the previous studies42 that
even a much simpler correction using MP2 energies reduces
these errors in reaction energies to few tens of kcal/mol,
even if pair approximations are applied. Application of
this type of correction to DF-LCCSD(T)43 energies using
the CCSD and DF-LCCSD energy differences results in
the root-mean squared deviation of less than 0.1 kcal/mol
compared to canonical CCSD(T)-F12a reaction energies. The
density fitting error is negligible for relative energies43 and
is besides largely corrected by the above procedure. The
root-mean squared, mean absolute, and maximal deviations
in kcal/mol can be found in Table I. It is apparent from
the results that the “naive” DCSD(T) approach does not
provide any improvement over DCSD. At the same time, the
DCSD(T) technique based on the screened integrals is clearly
superior with respect to DCSD. This trend is also seen when
comparing to estimated coupled cluster with singles, doubles,
triples, and perturbative quadruples (CCSDT(Q)) results:
the “naive” DCSD(T) reaction energies are worse than the
DCSD results, and the screened (T) correction improves the
DCSD results. The CCSDT(Q) complete-basis-set energies
were estimated similarly to the high-accuracy extrapolated
ab initio thermochemistry scheme44 using the CCSD(T)aVTZ
F12a energies45,46 in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis (ECCSD(T)-F12
) by
VTZ
adding a full triples correction in the cc-pVTZ basis (∆ET−(T)
VTZ
VTZ
= ECCSDT
− ECCSD(T)
) and a perturbative quadruples correction
VDZ
VDZ
VDZ
in the cc-pVDZ basis (E(Q)
= ECCSDT(Q)
− ECCSDT
),
VDZ
aVTZ
VTZ
CBS
.
+ E(Q)
≈ ECCSD(T)-F12
+ ∆ET−(T)
ECCSDT(Q)

(8)

For two reactions involving C6H6 and CH3ONO molecules,
VDZ
VTZ
+ E(Q)
we have used a simplified scheme with the ∆ET−(T)
VDZ
VDZ
part replaced by ECCSDT(Q) − ECCSD(T) difference.
Absolute molecular energies are improved as well, as can
be seen from Table II (the estimated CCSDT(Q) energies have
been calculated using Eq. (8) or the simplified version of it for
the C6H6 and CH3ONO molecules). The variance of errors in
DCSD(T) is almost three times smaller than in DCSD, which
is important for relative energies, and also the mean error
of DCSD is reduced after the screened (T) correction. The
TABLE I. Statistical analysis of the absolute deviations of CCSD(T)F12a,45,46 DCSD-F12a, naive DCSD(T)-F12a, and DCSD(T)-F12a reaction
energies from experimental (top) and estimated CCSDT(Q)-F12a (bottom)
ones (in kcal/mol).
MAD

CCSD(T)-F12a
DCSD-F12a
DCSD(naiveT)-F12a
DCSD(T)-F12a

0.63
0.91
0.96
0.67

CCSD(T)-F12a
DCSD-F12a
DCSD(naiveT)-F12a
DCSD(T)-F12a

0.16
0.80
0.97
0.57

RMSD
Vs. experiment
0.86
1.16
1.37
0.92
Vs. CCSDT(Q)-F12a
0.22
1.15
1.42
0.92

MaxD

2.71
2.96
4.59
3.22
0.67
3.78
4.28
3.54
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2 ),
TABLE II. Signed mean deviation (MD), variance of deviations (S n−1
45,46
and maximal deviation of CCSD(T)-F12a,
DCSD-F12a, naive DCSD(T)F12a, and DCSD(T)-F12a molecular energies from estimated CCSDT(Q)F12a ones (in mhartree).

MD
CCSD(T)-F12a
DCSD-F12a
DCSD(naiveT)-F12a
DCSD(T)-F12a

1.5
9.7
−14.9
−6.9

2
S n−1

10−4

7×
3 × 10−2
7 × 10−2
1 × 10−2

MaxD
4.0
26.3
31.3
13.6

compared to the estimated CCSDT(Q) values. Furthermore,
DCSD(T) is less sensitive to static correlation than CCSD(T)
or a naive DCSD(T). The stability of DCSD(T) can be further
improved by using completely renormalized triples6 or by
coupling triples and doubles equations48 (DCSDT-1). This
will be investigated in a forthcoming publication.
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APPENDIX A: SPIN-ORBITAL FORMULATION

In the spin-orbital formalism, the direct-RPA screening
of the fluctuation density ρ AI from Eq. (4) can be written as
IJ
ρ̃ AI = ρ AI + TAB
ρ J B,

(A1)

IJ
where capital letters denote spin-orbitals. The amplitudes TAB
should have the proper permutational fermionic symmetry
which can be ensured by proper evaluation of the diagrams
in the amplitude equations. Replacing the fluctuation density
in the integrals by the dressed one results in the effective
integrals and Fock matrices,
IK
J) = (AI|B J) + TAC
(KC|B J) + (AI|KC)TCKBJ
(
AI| B

FIG. 3. Potential energy curves. Top: N2 dissociation. Bottom: symmetric
double dissociation of H2O with H–O–H angle fixed at 107.6◦.

individual absolute and reaction energies can be found in the
supplementary material.47
The sensitivity of DCSD(T) to the static correlation is
tested by calculating dissociations of N2 and H2O using full
domain local DCSD(T). The resulting potential energy curves
are plotted in Figure 3. The DCSD(T) curves are more stable
than CCSD(T) or DCSD(naiveT), i.e., the divergence starts at
slightly larger distances and the curves are much more flat.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Pure fluctuations in the Fermi vacuum can be efficiently
summed up by using the direct RPA equations, with only
doubles amplitudes.33 However, taking additionally into
account the particle and hole interactions results in higher
excitations. In this publication, a separation of these two
events is suggested, and a theory based on a screened effective
Coulomb interaction is presented. It is shown that usage
of direct RPA-like screening with antisymmetric amplitudes
yields the DCD amplitude equations. Using these screened
ERIs, a perturbative triples correction for DCSD is derived.
The benchmarks of DCSD(T) for reaction and absolute
molecular energies demonstrate that it is substantially more
accurate than DCSD, as well as “naive” DCSD(T) (i.e., DCSD
plus the standard (T) correction2), although the DCSD(T)
results are still not as accurate as the CCSD(T) ones when

IK
+ TAC
(KC|LD)TDLJB,
(A2)
(
)
1
(K K | AC) − ( 
AK |KC)
fAC = h AC +
2
1
− ((DD| AC) − (AD|DC))
2
1
(A3)
+ ((RR| AC) − (AR|RC))
2
1 KL
= f AC − TAD
(LD|KC),
2
1 IL
(LD| J B),
fJ I = f J I + TBD
2
with R denoting the general molecular orbital index. Inserting
these effective quantities into the amplitude equation with the
Fock and intra-cluster interactions, one again obtains the DCD
amplitude equations, now in the spin-orbital formulation.
As noted in Sec. II B, in the spin-orbital formalism it
is possible to use the same procedure to obtain the CCD
amplitude equations. For this, additionally to the screening
from Eq. (A2), one has to define the following dressed
integrals:

I) = 1 T I L (LC|K D),
( AC|K
2 AD
1
(A4)
(K
I|L J) = TCI JD (KC|LD),
4
 = 1 T K L (KC|LD),
( AC|BD)
4 AB
and these integrals should replace their undressed counterparts
in the Fock matrix and in the amplitude equations. However,
the form of the amplitude equations remains the same as in
the DCD derivation.
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APPENDIX B: DCSD(T) AMPLITUDE EQUATIONS
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The DCSD amplitude equations18,19 based on the CCSD
factorization used in MOLPRO,49
ij
kl
kl
Rab
= (ai|bj) + (ac|bd)Dci jd + α i j k l Dab
− (kc|ld)Tci dj Tab

ij
kj
+ P (ia; jb) x acTcb
− x k iTab
+ (ai|bc)t cj


− (ac|kd)Dci jd + (ac|k j)t ci + k aik j t bk

1 ki k j
k j ki
ik k j
+ T̃ac
Ycb − Tac
Zcb − Tac
Zcb ,
(B1)
2
kl
r ai = f ai + f˘ac t ci − x̆ k i t ak − [2(lc|ki) − (kc|li)] Tac
k
+ [2(ai|kc) − (ki|ac)] t c

 ki
kl l
+ f k c + L cd
t d T̃ca
+ (ac|kd) D̃cikd ,
(B2)

with
α i j kl = (ki|l j) + (kc|ld)Dci jd + t ci (kc|l j) + t cj (lc|ki),


x ac = fac − f k c + L k l t l t ak + [2(ac|kd) − (kc|ad)] t k ,
d

cd d

x k i = fk i + f k c t ci + t cl l l ck i ,
1 kl
(ld|kc),
f˘ac = fac − T̃ad
2
1 il
x̆ k i = x k i + T̃cd
(ld|kc),
2
1
(k j|bc) + (bc|kd)t dj
2
lj
− (kc|ld)T̃db
+ l k cl j t lb ,

kj
= (kc|bj) + (kc|bd)t dj −
Ycb

(B3)

kj
Zcb
= (k j|bc) + (bc|kd)t dj − k cl k j t lb ,

k aik j = (ai|k j) + (ai|kc)t cj ,
l l ck i = 2(lc|ki) − (kc|li) + L kdcl t di ,
kl
L cd
= 2(kc|ld) − (kd|lc),
ij
ij
Dab
= Tab
+ t ai t bj ,
ij
ij
ij
,
− Tab
= 2Tab
T̃ab
ij
ij
ji
P (ia; jb) X ab
= X ab
+ X ba
.

The screened (T) equations,


i jk
i jk
i jk
l jk
Rabc
= Wabc
+ P (ia; jb, kc) fadTdbc
− fl iTabc
,

(B4)

with
i jk
Wabc
= P (ia; jb, kc) P ( jb; kc)


 j k − (l j| ai)T
 lk ,
× (bd| ai)T
bc
dc

P (ia; jb, kc)
1J.

i jk
X abc

=

i jk
X abc

+

j ik
X bac

+

(B5)
k ji
X cba
.
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